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Forthcoming events....
4 February: QAA Wales Institutional Review Briefing Event, Llandrindod Wells
24 - 25 February: conference on Supporting and Developing Postgraduates, London

For your diary:
9 April: Annual Conference for UW Moderators, Cardiff 
22 - 23 April:  UW Student Engagement Conference, Cardiff 
26 May 2010: UW Student Engagement Conference, Singapore.

Conference Postponements
We were disappointed to have to postpone 
both the Moderators Conference and the 
Wales Higher Education Administrative 
Staff Conference at the beginning of 

January, as travel to the venues was made 
unwise – and in some cases completely 
impossible – by the weather conditions.

The Moderators Conference will now be 
held on 9 April 2010. As we go to print, a 

new date for a reorganised Wales HE 
Administrators Conference is still awaited.

First Prince of Wales Scholar named
The University of Wales is delighted to announce that the first recipient of a Prince of Wales 
Innovation Scholarship (PoWIS) award is Debbie Garside.  Debbie began researching in 
November 2009 with Pembrokeshire-based GeoLang Ltd, a company renowned for its 
innovative work in providing a range of services related to software solutions and geo-
linguistic research.  Working alongside academic experts from Wrexham’s Glyndŵr 
University, the PoWIS investment will enable GeoLang to develop exciting new products 
relating to language, human visual perception and internet technologies. 

PoWIS, the innovative new £11.4 million initiative managed by the University’s Global 
Academy programme, brings the private sector in Wales together with higher education 
and bright young graduates from anywhere in the world.  The idea behind the venture, 
which was launched formally by HRH The Prince of Wales at Clarence House last year, is to 
inject new ideas and energy into the Welsh economy, bringing the best minds to work with 
businesses to develop new innovative projects.  PoWIS is part-funded by the European 
Regional Development Fund (ERDF) through the European Union’s Convergence programme administered by the Welsh 
Assembly Government, private sector investment and the University of Wales’ own funds. The scheme will provide 100 world-
class graduates to Welsh businesses between 2009 and 2014, supporting them through a programme that is one of the best 
financially supported PhD packages in the world. 

Debbie will be undertaking her three year research period utilising a unique database, created by GeoLang Ltd while they were 
developing the ISO international standard for language encoding.  Debbie’s research will create a novel software code that the 
company can use to produce software products that improve internet security or accessibility.  In doing so, GeoLang Ltd hope to 
diversify their customer base, selling licenses to major software and hardware developers around the world.  The commercial 
potential of this research is hoped to bring at least a £250,000 increase in turnover for the company, and fits with its ambition to 
employ a further four to six members of staff.

After more than 20 years as a successful entrepreneur, Debbie was keen to undertake a PhD to formalise her status as one of 
the principal UK experts in language encoding.  Debbie identified PoWIS as a way of taking advantage of her unique experience 
while helping a Welsh business to dedicate time to research that would otherwise have been overwhelming for current company 
resources.

Joanna Davies
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Conference Report:

Quality Strategy Network meeting 
with Anthony McClaran, Chief Executive of QAA
I attended a meeting arranged by the Quality Strategy Network (QSN) with Anthony McClaran, Chief Executive of QAA, on 
27 November 2009 at the University of the Arts, London.  I have attended QSN events before, but it was interesting to hear 
Mr McClaran on this occasion and, of course, it was good to meet again with colleagues and contacts working actively on the 
academic quality agenda.
 

Mr McClaran gave a thoughtful and lively presentation on the quality assurance context, which seemed to indicate a renewal 
of the role of QAA and perhaps of the ways in which the Agency conducts its work. In particular, it was clear that the profile of 
students as users of QAA would be reinforced, and that the Agency would investigate what information they would value, and 
how it might be best presented to them. 
 

With regard to the ways in which QAA conducts its main business, Mr McClaran was clear that the peer review process should 
continue but that, since inevitably the system depended on individuals putting themselves forward as reviewers or review 
secretaries, he was keen to urge new people to do this.  He was also keen that the process should recognise diversity (i.e. that 
one size need not necessarily fit all) and of course that it should avoid becoming a box-ticking exercise. 
 

Given this University’s interest in academic equivalency assurance, I should report that Mr McClaran said that QAA would 
continue to investigate the comparability of degree classifications (an issue which has been the subject of much media and 
political debate in the last months) through identifying what he termed ‘threshold standards’, although he felt that it had to be 
recognised that the use of such standards might have the effect of eroding traditional  institutional autonomy in some regards. 
 

I was interested to hear that reports had been made to the QAA under their ‘cause for concern’ procedures on forty or so 
occasions since 2007, with 4 preliminary enquiries being conducted, although none had led to a full investigation.  QAA 
expected that this would become a bigger issue and was interested to know whether the sector felt that anonymised reports 
on cases handled might be of value as ‘lessons to be learned’ – which those parts of the sector present certainly did!
 

An unusual part of the conference involved attendees being invited to indicate what they felt were the best and less good 
aspects of the QAA.  In summary, the responses were:          

Most valued
•	 the Academic Infrastructure, which had become established in fact on a much firmer footing than the ‘advisory’ 
          purpose for which it had been devised originally

•	 the	QAA’s	newsletters	and	e-mailed	updates

•	 the	thematic	papers

•	 the	new	podcasts.
 
Less valued

•	 parts of the Academic Infrastructure (the name itself was also considered unhelpful): felt to be too detailed 
         and prescriptive

•	 the possibility of inconsistent review outcomes (how might Panels’ findings be moderated in a peer based process?)

•	 overseas	audits	– which many felt were unnecessary since collaborative arrangements were examined as part of 
         institutional review

•	 the	Agency’s	reports	being	seen by some as too lengthy and reliant on inaccessible jargon.
 

It was agreed at the close of proceedings that the QSN and QAA should continue their dialogue, and it was hoped that a 
follow-up event would follow, in due course.

John McInally

Quality:Strategy:Network 
The Quality Strategy Network was formed in 2006 and comprises senior quality 
managers from a wide range of UK higher education institutions.  The Network holds 
an annual conference and a range of smaller events, providing opportunities for 
discussion of areas of common concern.  The aim of the Network is to promote 
effective national and institutional strategies for quality enhancement in UK higher 
education.
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Profile:
Gaby Tobin: Senior Validation Officer
Originally from Cardiff, Gaby joined the University of Wales Validation Unit in 2005, shortly after 
graduating from Swansea University with a BA (Hons) in English Literature.  She started in the Unit as an 
Institutional Officer, assisting with the processing of student results and the production of degree 
certificates.  It seemed like a natural progression route to stay with the University and to undertake the 
more challenging duties of a validation officer.  

Currently, as Senior Validation Officer, Gaby is involved with key quality assurance activities for validated 
programmes of study, including the appointment and induction of Moderators and External Examiners 
and managing the process for student appeals and complaints.  It follows naturally that Gaby is tasked with representing the 
Validation Unit at the University of Wales Regulations and Special Cases Committee (Validated Provision).  In addition, like all 
other validation officers, Gaby’s duties also include organising and attending preliminary visits, periodic reviews, examination 
boards and related meetings at collaborative centres.  

Gaby finds Higher Education an interesting sector to work in, especially in terms of the unique work of the Validation Unit within 
the context and developments of the University of Wales.  The opportunity for international travel and to meet colleagues and 
students from so many different backgrounds and learning contexts is very rewarding, especially where some of these students 
would not have been able to access quality UK higher education otherwise.  It is good to be part of a process which enables 
people to realise their ambitions and to hear about how they intend to have a positive impact on their local environments with 
the education they have gained.  

Wing Tsz Chow

University of Wales Teaching Fellowship Scheme (UWTFS)
Since the launch of this initiative, as a pilot, was announced last September, it has received a great deal of positive 
attention and support from colleagues in the UW network and the wider HE community in Wales.  The process and criteria for 
the UW Teaching Fellowship Scheme are modelled on those used for the National Teaching Fellowship Scheme (NTFS).  It 
follows that the high standards expected for applications to the NTSF also apply to the UW Scheme.  The University was there-
fore very pleased to confirm the membership of its first Teaching Fellowship Committee, as follows:

Professor Nigel Palastanga, Pro Vice-Chancellor (Learning and Teaching), UW
Dr Ming Cheng, Research Fellow, University of Brighton
Professor Simon Haslett, Director of the Centre for Learning and Teaching, University of Wales, Newport
Mr Gabriel Jerzierski, Senior Advisor (Wales), Higher Education Academy
Ms Clare Kell, Senior Lecturer (Learning and Teaching), Cardiff University
Mr Chris Parry, Moderator Champion (Learning and Teaching), UW

Entry to the inaugural competition for the UWTFS closed on 7th December 2009.  Despite adverse weather conditions, the 
Committee had a successful first meeting in early January and the winners of our fellowship awards will be announced shortly.  

In addition to considering the applications, Committee members also reflected on the procedures for the pilot project and 
concluded that these appeared generally appropriate.  As we work on refining our processes for the UWTFS, we can also begin 
our bid, with renewed confidence, for permanent funding to support the annual running of the scheme. 

Wing Tsz Chow
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PVC’s piece:

Reflecting on Enhancement Themes
A happy new year to everybody concerned with the University of Wales.

I thought I would use this month’s article to reflect on two conferences I attended in 2009 and to bring forward a common 
theme from them for the University to consider in 2010.

I attended conferences in Belfast and Copenhagen, both of which included a presentation from QAA Scotland. This body has 
led on enhancement initiatives in Scotland and has managed to create countrywide enthusiasm and activity involving all 
Scottish Universities. They have formed a Scottish Higher Education Enhancement Committee (SHEEC), which has very high 
level representation from all its constituents. Members include a Vice Principal (Learning and Teaching) from each university, 
plus representatives of the Scottish Funding Council, the Scottish Student Union, the Higher Education Academy (HEA), and 
Universities Scotland (the Scottish equivalent of Higher Education Wales or HEW). This very high powered and influential 
Committee has driven a series of nation-wide enhancement themes for Scotland, working on the basis that Scotland will get 
more for its money by sharing resources and expertise. The original plan was to complete two enhancement initiatives a year, 
then begin on another two. 

So far the enhancement themes run for Scotland have been: 
assessment, responding to student needs, the first year 
experience, flexible delivery, employability, research teaching 
linkages and graduates for the 21st century. Each theme 
involves a range of activities for staff and students, including 
workshops, seminars, local and national conferences. The 
outcomes of all this activity are made available via 
publications, videocasts and discussion papers, all of which 
are available via the enhancement themes website.  To date 
none of their themes have been completed; all have become 
continuing projects.

So why get excited about enhancement in Scotland? The  
University of Wales, with its Alliance partners and 
Collaborative Centres, is in an ideal position to replicate the 
Scottish model here in Wales.  UW could help form a similar enhancement committee to SHEEC.  Indeed, as things stand there 
is already an Alliance Quality Practitioners Group, chaired by Dr Medwin Hughes (VC of University of Wales, Lampeter and of 
Trinity University College) and including senior representatives from the six universities. This committee might become the 
basis of the new group, with an expanded membership to include representatives of the student body, the moderator 
champions, the HEA and Collaborative Centres.  Whether the Funding Council, QAA and HEW would wish to become involved, 
and possibly the other five Welsh universities, would be a question worth exploring in the future.  Should they do so, the result 
would be a very strong Welsh equivalent of SHEEC.  

In the meantime I propose to push ahead at pace with proposals for the UW group, which have already been received 
positively at the Pro Vice-Chancellors Forum and at other meetings.  One excellent feature of the “new” UW is that it is very 
swift on its feet, and this enhancement project could get off the ground very quickly – watch this space.

Professor Nigel Palastanga 
Pro Vice-Chancellor

The text of this publication can be made available in alternative 
formats: please contact the University.

Quality News is produced by John McInally, Helen Knifton, Wing Tsz Chow and Jenny Childs, and edited by Jenny Childs.

Thank you for your 
contributions and feedback.

Keep in touch with us at
qualitynews@wales.ac.uk

In our February edition:
Introducing the University’s new 

Pro Vice-Chancellor 
(Research)


